Reality
Check

Michael Jackson: To my Godchildren, keep on, you’re
doing great.

Michael
Jackson Plays
Chopin
In this Chopin piece, what you are hearing is who
Michael Jackson is. Mother Mary said that he was a maestro
piano player. And in the welcoming of the Negroid soldiers
coming over to the side of heaven from Fort Lauderdale
military base and other places where the Negroids soldiers had
been severely traumatized, Michael Jackson wore his space suit
and played Chopin while Ella Fitzgerald, Louis Armstrong sang
their many songs to them.
You might say that there was never an ugly picture of
Michael Jackson as he worked to produce 2,000 beautiful notes
in a Chopin piece.
Michael Jackson: The Thriller picture was of an actor.
Nancy of Oregon: His current music may not serious
drawbacks but he was a Catholic preacher who worked all his
life to perfect his honesty and reasoning that his life was
dedicated to making every second of his life to be similar to a
40 minute Chopin piece playing perfect beautiful notes. He has
Godchildren in New Orleans area who will be redoing his
music and so far, you see, he has done his maestro work—
Michael Jackson does not play ugly notes.
MOTHER MARY: For his honesty. He stayed being the
Catholic preacher.
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ANDREA of Chicago: This was also true of Sergeant York.
He is the military hero who killed one person right after
another in World War I. He considered it his day to have been
fulfilled by killing precisely as if he were playing a Chopin piece.
With Sergeant York, every note was a beautiful note played
with each person he killed, one after another as he killed with
authority.
Nancy of Oregon: What Michael Jackson told me was that
he had people write him letters saying how meaningful was his
“V” sign to them. It is because Michael Jackson lived his life to
complete all his work the same as Sergeant York, taking it to
the 11:00 o'clock line to account for every note as a piano
player until he finish the entire Chopin piece.
ANDREA of Chicago: He was a maestro, having gone
through the dishonesty and unreality on the 9:00.
Nancy of Oregon: The 8:00 of injustice.
MOTHER MARY: It was through work. He even overcame
much of the hatred of the Negroids in that life through
working the Protestant work-ethic of the United States. What
people currently do not understand about Michael Jackson is
that he would perform or live to pass all his tests on all lines of
the clock to hold up the “V” sign at end of his Chopin pieces
which was how he lived life.
SARGEANT YORK: He worked in the American way. So did
I. What you do in the military then, and even as citizens, is that
you learn to kill with authority.
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ANDREA of Chicago: Michael Jackson in making his “V”
sign, had the $2,000 white shoes. He wore the $5,000 white
suit and the $500 hat. And he could after playing his Chopin
piece, hitting every note right, just perfect, that he could bow as
he left the state and smile saying “signing off, Michael” and
exit the stage.
Sergeant York: I too wore the $2,000 white shoes and
$5,000 white suit making the “V” sign.
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